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This goes out to all the people who
Underestimated misunderstood
The ones who wish they could
The ones who know they should
Stop the , and just do what , do
To my neighborhood, , sugar please
To the industry, stop ignoring me
I ain't longing, I ain't ,

Yeah, and I ain't Vado, I ain't Cuddy,
I ain't , Drake
But disrespect , but I'ma make what I make
No disrespect to the game but they ain't playing fair
Why should it matter how tighter the jeans that I wear
I think it matters the feeling you feel when you hear me
Or when I'm rocking show the feeling you feel when you
near me
It doesn't matter if I was with Timbaland in Miami
Cause I'm in Brooklyn out scraping and counting my
pennies
No journeys to , no shopping that Gucci
Really can't afford popcorn when I go to the movies
It's not a , no smoke in my mirror
I act like me when I'm in front of the camera
This is for the believers, the over achievers,
The strippers in Cleveland, the ones who believe it
, till they fucking bleeding
Haters keep the hate to yourself
Cause I don't fucking need it

This goes out to all the people who
Underestimated misunderstood
The ones who wish they could
The ones who know they should
Stop the , and just do what , do
To my neighborhood, , sugar please
To the industry, stop ignoring me
I ain't longing, I ain't ,

And I ain't Nino, I ain't , ain't , either
No disrespect , but I'm a different kind of hero
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A different Brooklyn hero but like them I came from
zero
I wanna make classics, like Robert De Niro
I'm talking Casino, ,
Shoot everything, even catching bureau
We know, we gotta use the hate to inspire us
Do big things, little niggers admire us
Your conception, to define us
Try to bring the bright lights out here to blind us
Who are you to judge me for being me?
Who are you to tell me I can't be what I wanna be
, to these deads, talking
Nobody doing it, I just hear it talking
Nobody moving me, I just hear it be
, put a dead in this world before I leave

This goes out to all the people who
Underestimated misunderstood
The ones who wish they could
The ones who know they should
Stop the , and just do what , do
To my neighborhood, , sugar please
To the industry, stop ignoring me
I ain't longing, I ain't ,

Seems they rather see you fail
Than to see you over that wall
Rather see you dead in jail
Than to see you in hell
, something different baby, we believe
We're different

This goes out to all the people who
Underestimated misunderstood
The ones who wish they could
The ones who know they should
Stop the , and just do what , do
To my neighborhood, , sugar please
To the industry, stop ignoring me
I ain't longing, I ain't ,
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